Here is a brief selection of favorite, new and hard-to-find books, prepared for your journey. For your convenience, you may call (800) 342-2164 to order these books directly from Longitude, a specialty mail-order book service. To order online, and to get the latest, most comprehensive selection of books for your voyage, go directly to reading.longitudebooks.com/D9653.

ESSENTIAL

Item EXBLT83. Buy these 4 items as a set for $86 including shipping. 15% off the retail price. With free shipping on anything else you order.

Michael Booth
The Almost Nearly Perfect People
2016, PAPER, 400 PAGES, $17.00
Guardian journalist Booth writes with laugh-out-loud humor and brutal candor about the Scandinavians, mixing history and his own experiences in Nordic regions in this searing cultural portrait. (Item SCN83)

Michael North
The Baltic, A History
2015, HARD COVER, 380 PAGES, $39.95
In his erudite history of the “Nordic Mediterraean,” North covers over 1,000 years of trade, politics, architecture, cultural exchange and conflict in the Baltic. His main point: the Baltic nations have always been an interconnected economic unit. (Item BLT59)

Anne Vipond
Northern Europe by Cruise Ship
2015, PAPER, 368 PAGES, $21.95
This excellent guide to cruises and ports from Scandinavia and the Baltic to the British Isles, Paris, Amsterdam and Berlin includes city maps, excursions, color photographs and a pull-out map of Northern Europe. (Item EUR364)

Freytag & Berndt
Baltic Sea States Map
2008, MAP, PAGES, $14.95
This detailed (1:800,000), double-sided map covers the entire Baltic region from Copenhagen across to Gdansk, St. Petersburg, Oslo and Stockholm. (Item BLT38)

ALSO RECOMMENDED

Michelin Travel Publications
Norway Map
2012, MAP, PAGES, $12.95
A handsome map of Norway at a scale of 1:1,000,000, with a place index and shaded relief. (Item NOR05)

Anna King
Culture Smart! Russia
2007, PAPER, 168 PAGES, $9.95
A concise, no-nonsense guide to local customs, etiquette and culture with a short overview of the land and people along with practical travel advice. (Item RUS361)

Eyewitness Guides
Eyewitness Guide St. Petersburg
2015, PAPER, 264 PAGES, $25.00
With excellent local maps and site plans, this visual guide introduces the culture, history and attractions of St. Petersburg. (Item RUS87)

T.K Derry
A History of Scandinavia
2000, PAPER, 447 PAGES, $25.00
The story of Scandinavia from prehistory to the present with chapters on the Viking and Lutheran kingdoms, medieval times, monarchies, the World Wars and modern period. (Item SCN03)

Neil Kent
Helsinki, A Cultural and Literary History
2004, PAPER, 247 PAGES, $15.00
A literary guide to Helsinki, its history and culture, organized into three sections: city of architects and engineers; city of music and arts; and city of hospitality. (Item SCN33)
James Thompson

**Helsinki Noir**

2014, PAPER, 280 PAGES, $15.95

The latest of an anthology of noir stories from across the globe, this anthology turns its attention to Helsinki and Finland, revealing the darkness that hides in the idyllic Scandinavian country. (Item SCN84)

James Michener

**Poland**

2015, PAPER, 640 PAGES, $18.00

In his epic style, Michener presents the sweep of Polish history from the earliest days to 1983 in this massively researched novel. (Item PLD02)

Peter Hoeg

**Smilla’s Sense of Snow**

2012, PAPER, 448 PAGES, $17.00

Set in Denmark and Greenland and aboard a secret ship, this page-turner, out in a 20th anniversary edition, includes an excellent portrait of modern-day Copenhagen. Beneath its eerie surface, the novel wrestles with racism and the tangled relations between Denmark and Greenland. (Item DMK03)

Nathan Larson

**Stockholm Noir**

2016, PAPER, 256 PAGES, $15.95

This installment in the “Noir” series renders Stockholm, the chilled capital of Sweden, through the eyes of contemporary Swedish crime writers. Each of the dark, diverse and dramatic stories is set in a distinct neighborhood. (Item SWE91)

TO ORDER

2838 Vicksburg Lane
Plymouth, MN 55447
info@longitudebooks.com
www.longitudebooks.com

Shipping charges via UPS or Priority Mail: $4.95 for first book, $1 per additional book up to a maximum of $9.95.

*Book prices and availability subject to change.*

Checks, Visa, MasterCard, AmEx and Discover accepted.

Call (+1) 800 342 2164 or go to reading.longitudebooks.com/D9653
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